We have shown that bubble expansion and collapse near the interfe between two materials with modest property differences produces jet-like interpenetration of the two materials. The bubble dynamics at a water-viscous fluid interface is compared with that at the interface of water with a weak elastic-plastic material. We find that, despite rather similar behavior during bubble growth and the initial portion of bubble collapse, the terminal jetting behavior is quite different, even in direction. The elastic-plastic properties chosen az representative of real and surrogate thrombus.
INTRODUCTION
Laser thrombolysis has been under development for about ten years as a treatment for acute myocardial infarction (AM1) and ischemic stroke.' Despite a decale of study, the photomechanical processes dominating laser-driven clot removal were not clearly identified until recently. Laboratory thrombolysis experiments carried out at the Oregon Medical Laser Center (OMLC) over the last few years show that, above the energy threshold for bubble formation, the mass-removal process is insensitive to the experimental parameters. The laser mass-removal efficiency is nearly constant for a given experimental geometry and surrogate clot absorption coefficient and is -2 ig/mJ. 2 This result holds for various laser wavelengths and for pulse lengths from 1 ps to 10 ms. 3 Framing photographs indicate that the mass removal occurs during a volcanolike ejection of clot hundreds of microseconds after delivery of the laser energy. Analysis and numerical simulations indicate that these experimental features are convincing evidence that jethke interfsee dynamics driven by bubble dynamics dominates laser thrombolysis (and certain other laser procedures involving soft tissues). The collapse dynamics of the vapor bubble produced by the laser deposition drives a jet from the clot into the overfluid removing clot mass in the rocess'4 Kodama et al. 5 have studied a thrombolysis procedure in which an overfluid jet is driven into a clot eroding the clot in the manner of armor piercing munitions.6 In the Kodama experiments, the jets are prodixed by initiating the collapse dynamics of a bubble located in front of the clot with a chemical explosion having an energy of a few joules.
In Sec. 2, we review our previous numerical investigations and compare the results with OMLC experimental photographs. We illustrate the importance of appropriate tissue models for simulating bubble-driven tissue dynamics by comparing the markedly different collapse jets obtained using viscous and elastic-plastic properties to model the surrogate clot.
Previous work validated our numerical tools for bubble-driven dynamics by comparison of simulations with analytical test problems based upon the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and with OMLC experiments in unconfined geometry. We have also validated our approach of initializing the dynamics with a seed bubble designed to produce a maximum bubble size typical of those produced in the OMLC experiments. We have now more realistically simulated clinical laser thrombolysis. In Sec. 3.1, we present simulations of laser thrombolysis which include an arterial wall in the numerical numerical model. Simulations of bubble dynamics inside a rigid tube are presented in Sec .3.2. In Sec. 4, we summarize the status of computationally modeling lascr-thrombo!ysis and other laser-medical applications in which bubble dynamics is important. Figure 1 displays thrombolysis photographs taken at the OMLC near the time of the maximum laser-produced bubble volume and at approximately twice that time (that is, when an isolated bubble would collapse to its minimum volumet. Also shown are Los Alamos MESA2D code snapshots at the comparable times from a simulation described in Ref. 4 . Elastic-perfectly plastic material response was assumed in modeling the gelatin surrogate clot. The elastic-plastic tissue response parameters chosen were based upon experimental data. The agreement between the experiments and simulations is striking. Upon careful examination of the experimental photograph taken at collapse, one sees even the "arms" of water that are evident outside the upward moving gelatin jet in the simulation. One might incorrectly deduce Ironi the experimental photograph that the maximum hemispherical bubble volume in the gelatin is approximately equal to the hemispherical volume in the water and that this disagrees with the simulation. In the simulation, the hemisphere in the "elastic-plastic clot" is significantly smaller than the hemisphere in water. The experimental hemispherical bubble in gelatin smaller than the hemisphere in water. The dyed layer of the experimental sample has been pushed down into the clear gelatin by bubble expansion. so that what appears to be the bubble-gelatin interface is in fact the interlace of dyed and clear gelatin. The true bubble-gelatin interface cannot he seen in the photo. , and 180 ts. Until beyond the time of maximum bubble volume (-90 is) the two simulations are very similar to one another arKi to experimental photos. However, the bubble collapse-driven jetting of the viscous simulation bears no resemblance to experiment. On the other hand, the simulation using an elastic-perfectly plastic clot model produces a jet in excellent agreement with OMLC experiments.
REVIEW: THE IMPORTANCE OF TISSUE RESPONSE MODELS

H H
In Fig. 2 , we illustrate the dramatic effect of material properties on late-time bubble-driven interface dynamics. The left and right columns of numerical snapshots ait from simulations using identical high-pressure seed bubbles. In the simulation of the left column (described in Ref. 7) , the surrogate clot was simulated as water with an artificially high viscosity. In the right column, surrogate clot was modeled as an elastic-perfectly plastic material with parameters characteristic of real gelatin or clot (shear modulus t=O.4 bar and plastic flow stress Y=O.l bar). 4 Comparing the two columns of Fig. 2 demonstrates that care must be used in validating numerical tissue response models against experimental data. At the time of maximum bubble volume (and all earlier times), the two models for surrogate clot yield bubble dynamics histories which agree very well with each other and with experimental records. The bubble dynamics of the two simulations using very different strength models agree fairly well even at 170 jis, that is, through more than 90% of the bubble's growth-collapse period. At 180 ps, near the collapse time of an isolated bubble in water, the situation has changed. The simulation using a viscous model produces a pair of water jets moving away from the gel-water interface in opposite directions. This simulation bears no resemblance to experimental results. On the other hand, the simulation using an elastic-perfectly plastic model produces a jet of gelatin into the water in excellent agreement with OMLC experiments. Details of the surrogate tissue response model employed in simulations dominate the fmal collapse dynamics.
We predicted from parametric simulation swdies that bubble collapse at the interfiKe of fluids with diffeint densities, but otherwise similar properties, would produce a jet from a lower density into a higher density flthd. Thus, if a lowdensity low-viscosity fluid overlays a weak elastic-plastic material, such as gelatin or clot, slight changes in material properties may cause the direction of collapse jets to change. This situation was observed in Los Alamos experiments comparing bubble dynamics at the interface of low-density low-viscosity oil with gelatin surrogate clot, a surrogate clot developed by Trajkowska, and real clot8 In otherwise similar experiments, oiljeued into gelatin upon bubble collapse, while Trajkowska's surrogate clot and real clot jetted into the oil. Apparently the gelatin was weak enough compared to the other surrogate and real clot to allow the low-density oil to dictate jetting in the gel experiment, while in the other two cases clot strength dictated the jetting.
Tissue dynamics similar to that of thrombolysis experiments and simulations has been observed in other laser-coupling experiments involving soft tissue.9 Simulations using elastic-plastic tissue response explain bipolar pressure waves observed after laser breakdown in corneal tissue, whereas simpler response models do not.'°3
. SIMULATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL TUBES
Elastic surrogate artery walls
The studies reviewed above provided an understanding of the fundamental physical mechanisms dominating laser thrombolysis and demonstrated that our numerical simulation tools can model experiments in unconfined geometries. We now describe numerical calculations which more realistically simulate clinical laser thrombolysis. The same high pressure, spherical seed bubble which we have used in our earlier studies initiated the bubble dynamics." The dynamic response of clot surrogate was modeled with the elastic-plastic parameters used in the unconfmed simulations discussed above. Now, however, we introduced thin-walled elastic cylinders into our simulations as surrogate artery walls. The tubes have an inner diameter of 2 mm and a 0.2 mm wall thickness. We have used elastic response with a shear modulus of 2.0 bar = 0.2 MPa = 2x1O N/m2 as an elementary approximation to the complex nonlinear response of artery walls.''13 Figure 3 displays numerical snapshots near the maximum bubble volume and at a time slightly after the collapse time of an isolated bubble in water. We have compared these snapshots with snapshots taken at the same time for an unconfined, but otherwise identical, simulation. At 90 pis, that is, at near maximum bubble volume, the confined and unconfined simulation bubbles ai very similar. The bubble in the elastic tube simulation is slightly smaller because energy was expended in pushing out the elastic tube wall. At 200 is, similar well-defined jets of gelatin into the water and toward the optical fiber exist in both the confined and unconfmed simulations. The jet in the confined case appears to be slightly less vigorous, but the difference is minor. The predicted mass removal dynamics is qualitatively unchanged by the addition of the elastic vessel to the numerical model.
Vogel et al.'4 experimentally investigated a situation similar to that which we have modeled. They studied the cavitation dynamics produced by 70 mJ 3 ps 630 urn laser pulses in water within elastic silicone tubes immersed in wat&. The laser created bubbles comparable in radius to the elastic tubes which had a 5 mm out diametez and a 0.4 mm wall thickness. The Young's modulus of the tubes was 2x1O N/rn2, close to that of art&ies. The tube axi bubble dynamics obved we similar to those in our simulations, but with two easily uudexstood exccption& 11 first exception is the intufae jetting in our simulations at the intezfe of gel a water upon bubble collapses 1 second is the izese*e in the experiments of cavitation external to the elastic tube during bubble collapse We ac confident that, ifwe modeled uniform water within the tube and placed an appropriate numerical floor (4 to 10 bar) on the tensile stress watez can Withstand, our computational tools could easily be matched to Vogel's single-pulse expeziments. In the Vogel experiments and in our simulations with elastic tube walls, the bubble growth-collapse oscillation time was qualitatively similar to that of an isolated bubble. Energy stored in the elasüc wail during bubble growth is returned during collapse leaving the oscillation time nearly unchanged. Fig. 3 . Numerical snapshots of seed bubble-driven thrombolysis simulafions with elastic-plastic clot. The left column is from the sane simulation as Fig. 1 . The snapshots of the right column arc from an identical simulation except that an elastic surrogate artery has been added. The same snapshot dines are shown in the two columns. Tbe jetlike clot-removal dynamics is slightly modified by the addition of artery walls.
Rigid tube walls
Although artery walls and most othez tissues of interest in laser-medical applications e relatively soft, containers with rigid walls &e often asul in laboratory studies of laser-tissue coupling. For example, OMLC bubble dynamics experiments supporting laser thrombolysis and drug delivezy studies we cathed out in long lxi cm2 cross section cuvettes.'5 The radial growth-collapse oscillation period ofbubbles produced by identical laser pulses was compared fr bubbles prodt.ted in these cuvettes and in a large fluid volume. The bubbles in the large experimental volume exhibited the familiar oscillation with a period approximately twice the Rayleigh time, that is, T(jis) 183R0, where R0 is the bubble's maximum radius in millimeters. 16 The maxium dimensions of the bubbles studied were 4/3 those of the confming vessel. As shown in Fig. 4 , confinement in a vessel with rigid walls significantly changes the bubble dynamics. The maximum bubble diameter, measured with respect to the symmetry axis of the experiment, was 3/4 that of the unconfined bubble, and the oscillation period was prolonged by at least 50%. A prolongation of the period is expected, since a nearby planar wail prolongs the oscillation period of a bubble by as much as 20%. 16, 17 It is, therefore, Using the MESA code, we have numerically investigated the dynamics of a high-pressure spherical seed bubble in water as a function of the radius of a rigid cylindrical confming vessel. As in many of our earlier studies, the numerical seed bubble contained an ideal gas with y=l.4 at a pressure of 505 bar and had a radius of 0.1 mm. In Fig. 5 , the radius of a spherical bubble with a volume equal to the volume of the simulation bubble is plotted as a function of time fcr confmement radii of 2, 5, and 25 mm. The bubble dynamics of the 25 mm case is virtually identical to that in an infinite water volume. The 2 and 5 mm radius cases yielded oscillation period prolongation fsctors of about 1. 
SUMMARY: THE STATUS OF NUMERICAL MODELING
Our understanding and numerical modeling of laser thrombolysis have mawred. We can confidently state that e understand and can reliably model the bubble-driven hydrodynamics which dominates the clot removal process. if sufficiently realistic laser energy-deposition models aixi dynamic response models for clot, artezy walls, and other important clinical features were coupled to our numerical hydrodynamics and equations of state, we would be able to provide engineering studies of clinical laser thrombolysis. Engineering modeling would, however, require large computational resousceL Expensive computing is needed to resolve spatial details of catheter design, etc., and for threedimensional modeling. Our simulations to dale have used two-dimensional cylindrical symmetry and have been sufficiently realistic ai1 curate to identify the fundamental processes of thrombolysis. This situation has pertained because arteries and the catheters used to deliver laser energy to the thrombi causing AMI and ischemic stroke have rearcylindrical symmwy. Nevertheless, we expect three-dimensional effects to occur for bubbles off the axis of symmetry of even a cylindrical vessel. Thrombi are inhomogeneous and uTegular in shape, and thus have intrinsic threedimensional features. Computational hardware and software resources for modeling such three-dimensional effects ae rapidly becoming more common and less expensive, especially in major interdisciplinary centers, such as Los Alamos.
